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Direct measurements of the energy of intense vorticity filaments in turbulence

J. H. C. Titon and O. Cadot†
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~Received 24 April 2002; revised manuscript received 17 October 2002; published 18 February 2003!

The global instantaneous power injected in a turbulent shear flow is investigated. A conditional averaging
technique reveals the complete energetic transfer scenario of the intense vorticity filaments, which were
visualized by Douady, Couder, and Brachet@Phys. Rev. Lett.67, 983 ~1991!#. It is found that during their
existence filaments store a significant part of the turbulent kinetic energy. This energy is dissipated during the
destruction phase of filaments. The total energy transferred to small scales due to filaments is quantified on the
basis of a global flow visualization.
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Small-scale production in turbulence is a major unsolv
problem in fundamental physics. Its underlying mechani
is responsible for the large efficiency of turbulent flow
dissipating energy. Turbulence is classically pictured~or
stated! as a superposition of structures of different siz
through which energy cascades from large scales to
smallest one. Because of its complexity, theoreticians hav
take into consideration some statistical approaches. Thes
not explicitly account for the dynamic relationship betwe
the different scales, or in other words the process by wh
the energy is transferred. The experimentalists’ approac
difficult because of the high space-time resolution the m
surements require. The visualization of turbulent flows,
though qualitative, has often proved to be a powerful to
Observations of the dynamics of vorticity filaments in turb
lent boundary layers@1# or in three-dimensional shear flow
@2,3# have allowed the authors to suggest a plausible scen
of energy transfer. These rare but intense structures hav
evolution similar to vortex breakdown dynamics. Recen
there have been some quantitative characterizations of
pressure in filaments@4–7#. It has been shown@8,9# that
filaments participate in the statistical intermittency@10# of
the velocity measured at one point. In the present Brief
port, we wish to answer the question: How much do fi
ments contribute to the mean energy transfer of the t
turbulent flow? The definitive way to answer is to meas
directly the energy the filaments dissipate, which has, to
best of our knowledge, never been done. Here, we study
total instantaneous power injected into the turbulence w
intense vorticity filaments appear in the flow.

In our von Kármán swirl geometry@2–5,7–9,11–13# ~Fig.
1!, the flow is confined in a cylindrical cell, 19 cm in diam
eter and 39 cm in height. The turbulence is forced betw
two enclosed horizontal coaxial counter-rotating Plexig
stirrers, of radiusR58.75 cm and separated byH532 cm.
The total volume of fluid is 10.95 l. Each stirrer is compos
of a disk fitted with a set of eight regularly disposed vertic
blades 6.5 cm long and 1.7 cm high. It is driven individua
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by a 500 W dc servomotor. The usual definition of the Re
nolds number for this experimental setup is

Re5
VR2

n
,

whereV/2p is the rotation frequency of the stirrers of radiu
R andn is the kinematic viscosity of the experimental flui
The turnover time of the experiment is defined asT
52p/V. We present three experiments for different Re
nolds numbers. The first is performed at Re5385 000 with
water at a rotation frequency of 8 Hz. In the second exp
ment, Re544 000, the rotation frequency is still 8 Hz but th
kinematic viscosity is 8.75 times larger than the viscosity
water. The fluid used is a water/glycerol 56% mass fract
mixture. Finally, in the third experiment, Re5240 000, the
fluid is water and the rotation frequency is 5 Hz. Referring
@14# the corresponding microscale Reynolds number va
in the range 150,RI,650.

Each dc motor is operated at a constant angular velo
by means of tachymetry feedback. The regulation sys

FIG. 1. Experimental cell~see text!.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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adapts the torque~via a PID control loop! delivered by the
motors. The instantaneous torque is measured as an ima
the current at the output of the feedback loop. The curren
directly proportional to the torque of the motor, following th
Laplace law. A torque signal output of 1 V corresponds
0.52 N m. We deduce the high frequency cutofff c of the
torque measurements~mainly due to the mechanical system
rotor inertia, transmission belt, disk inertia, etc.! from the
angular velocity response of the disk when an angular ve
ity jump is imposed by the regulation system. The time
sponse is typically 20 ms; thusf c550 Hz. Spectral analyse
reveal that fluctuations of the turbulent torque occur at f
quencies lower than the rotation frequenciesV/2p ~5–8 Hz!.
The frequency cutoff is then sufficiently high enough and
filter the signals beyond 20 Hz with aRC low pass filter.
Further details are given in@11#. We denote bydx8 the vari-
able x centered about the mean and reduced by the
value: dx85(x2^x&)/dxrms with dxrms5AŠx22^x&2

‹.
The total power injected by the dc motors during t

counter-rotating regime is decomposed into two terms:

PM~ t !5P~ t !1V~G1
S2G2

S!. ~1!

The first termP(t)5V„G1(t)2G2(t)… is the total power in-
jected at the large scale of the flow, andG1(t) andG2(t) are
the instantaneous torques on each disk~see Fig. 1!. The sec-
ond term represents the losses that are not due to the
dissipation~losses due to the bearings, the transmission s
tem, and the watertight joints!. They are directly measure
when the liquid in the cell is replaced by ambient air~in this
case the drag due to the flow is negligible!.

The probability density function~PDF! of the injected
power is shown for the three Reynolds numbers in Fig.
Their shapes are similar, showing Gaussian tails with
slightly negative skewness that never exceedsusu<0.1. The
mean injected power̂P& follows a scaling law only deter
mined by the inertial parameters as expected by the Kolm
orov K41 theory@11–13#, we find

^P&50.31rV3R5, ~2!

The root mean square valuedPrms is found to be

dPrms'0.11̂ P&, ~3!

whatever the Reynolds number. The coefficient 0.11, wh
depends on the experimental geometry, is in good agreem
with previous measurements in@12#, whose authors found
0.1 in a not identical but very similar flow. However, in@12#
the skewness is much larger:s520.72. It is possible tha
the skewness is more sensitive to the geometric details o
experimental cell than the rms value.

The temporal fluctuations of power are correlated with
appearance of filaments by means of simultaneous wall p
sure measurements@4,5#. The pressure transducer~WM106B
from PCB Piezotronics®! is localized in the midplane of the
cell ~see Fig. 1!. Figure 2~b! shows the PDF of the pressu
fluctuations. The large exponential tail that extends for
negative fluctuations is due to the presence of deep neg
peaks in the pressure signal@4#. These peaks are known to b
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the consequence of intense vorticity filaments passing
pressure transducer@4,5#. The criterion we use for filamen
detection in the pressure time series is based on a thres
value. If the threshold is too high, some filaments are miss
If the threshold is too low, events due to Gaussian fluctuat
are taken into account. A good threshold value will thus o
timize the convergence of the subsequent correlation te

FIG. 2. Probability density function of the nondimensionaliz
~a! injected power fluctuations and~b! wall pressure fluctuations.

FIG. 3. Sample of simultaneous time series of injected pow
~bottom! and local wall pressure fluctuations~top!. Two windows
are selected by the low pressure criterion.
1-2
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nique. The value is chosen asdp8523.5 ~see Fig. 3!. A
classical peak detector subroutine determines the locatiot i
of the pressure minima. Once a minimum of pressure is
tected at timet i , a temporal window of duration@ t i24T,t i
14T# of each signal is recorded. For the three Reyno
numbers, the acquisition duration is 40 min. The analy
detected 344 events for Re5385 000, 397 for Re544 000,
and 245 for Re5240 000. Figure 3 is an example of suc
recorded time windows. While one selected window alo
does not show any clear effect on the power, the conditio
average performed over the whole series of detected w
dows converges to a significant tendency~see Fig. 4!.

Figure 4~a! is the low pressure peak average. The asy
metry is related to the filament dynamics. In Refs.@2,3,5#,
the evolution of the filaments corresponds first to a qu
coherent phase during their formation and second to a slo
destruction phase similar to vortex breakdown dynam
Figure 4~b! reveals clearly the total averaged scenario of
power injected during the filament evolution. Its time dur
tion is close to the large-scale turnover timeT as previously
estimated in@2,3,5# with visualization. The present resu
gives the quantitative scaling for the filament lifetime as d
fined in Fig. 4~b!: Tlife51.2T.

We can observe three distinct phases in Fig. 4~b!. Chro-
nologically, the injected power increases during the fi
phase. The extra energy supplied feeds the filament for
tion. The second phase corresponds to an abrupt decrea
the injected power during the timeTlife . The amplitude of
this decrease corresponds to 0.8dPrms. This value is surpris-
ingly large because it is comparable to the typical fluctuat
of the injected powerdPrms. Referring to Eq.~3!, the power
decrease represents 8.8% of the mean power injected int~or
dissipated by! the global flow. The kinetic energy that ha
been accumulated during the formation is actually sto
during the time durationTlife . During the third phase, the
filaments are destabilized; the coherent energy is then tr
ferred to smaller scales with no coherence. The power
jected increases during this dissipative process.

We compute the nondimensional kinetic energy of
filament versus time as

d«~ t/T!5E
0

t/T

dP8~t!dt2d«mm8 . ~4!

We take as zero the minimum of this energy. The kine
energy is shown in Fig. 4~c!. The maximum energy of the
filament is close tod«max8 '0.4 whatever the Reynolds num
ber. The dimensional energy of the filament is

d«max5TdPrmsd«max8 . ~5!

Including Eq.~3! we obtain

d«max'0.044̂ P&T. ~6!

Hence, the kinetic energy accumulated by a filament is eq
to 4.4% of the total energy injected in the flow during o
turnover time. An essential point to know is how many fil
ments appear in the bulk of the flow per unit of turnov
time. We count at least one filament per turnover time us
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the same visualization technique as in@2,3,5#. We can con-
clude that more than 4.4% of the total injected energy
transferred to the small scales by the vorticity filaments.
underline that the counting of the number of filaments
possibly underestimated since some are missed due to
great difficulty of volume visualization.

From Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! or 4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c!, we cannot
distinguish any dependency on the Reynolds number.
deduce that neither the time interval of transfer nor the
netic energy stored by the filament depends on the visco
The filament dynamics thus belong to the inertial range sc

FIG. 4. Conditional average by low pressure detection of~a! the
pressure time series and~b! the injected power time series.~c! is the
energy computed from~b! ~see text!.
1-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 027301 ~2003!
of the turbulence. This suggests that the filament core
does not depend on the viscosity. It is established@5# that
filaments result from a process of stretching that concentr
the vorticity in a tubelike form. If the mechanism remai
stable, the vorticity concentration process is stopped by
cosity and the core size results from a balance betw
stretching and viscous diffusion@15#. However, no clear scal
ing of the filament core size has been measured in turbu
flows yet. The present experimental results indicate that
filaments are destroyed before an ultimate viscous limi
reached. This point is in good agreement with the mechan
proposed by Le Dize`s et al. @16#. In their theoretical study
they show how stretching can stabilize the three-dimensio
instability of initially bidimensional vortices. Although fila
ments are stretched vortices, they argue that filaments ca
destroyed by elliptical instability during their formation pro
cess. This instability is released if the stretching is not ma
tained great enough to counteract the destabilizing effec
the strains due to the turbulent fluctuation. Two possi
mechanisms could affect the stretching during filament f
mation. The first is simply related to the time coherence
the stretching field. This field is produced by the large-sc
structures of the turbulence@5# and has a correlation tim
comparable to one turnover time. The second mechanis
related to the recent investigation@17# involving the interac-
tion between stretching and vorticity. The feedback effec
s
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fast rotation produces a two-dimensionalization that redu
the stretching in the filament core.

In conclusion, the complete scenario of the energe
transfer of filaments is identified. A plausible scenario is t
following. Some energy is first extracted from the large-sc
structures to produce stretching in which the vorticity is co
centrated. Secondly, the filament stores its kinetic ene
during a time intervalTlife51.2T. Thirdly, the filament is
finally destroyed through a violent explosion while its ener
is transferred with no coherence to smaller scales. This
struction aborts the concentration process of vorticity bef
the core size can reach the viscous limit. On the basis
global visualization together with energy measurements
may be predicted that, although they are rare events,
ments could be responsible for a significant part of the m
turbulent energy transfer. However, some further investi
tions are necessary to count exactly the number of filame
This could be achieved@18# by a wavelet analysis of the
global power time series using as analyzing wavelet F
4~b!.
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